
This is an secondary source that I used to gather information on Alice Paul's time in England and her childhood. Alice learned her feminists ways through the Feminist movement in England, her techniques were more corrupt than American feminist. Alice Paul was raised as a Quaker and her mother was also a feminist, who had taken the young Alice to her first rally.


The secondary source provided little information on Alice Paul but, I did gather some facts.


I gathered a fair amount of background knowledge about Alice Paul from this secondary source.


This where I gathered information on Alice's early life, family, schooling, profession, achievements, goals, and really what she did to influence The Woman's suffrage.


More background knowledge on Alice Paul from a secondary source.


This a primary source used to find speeches that Alice Paul made during rallies.
I used this secondary source to get some insight on Quakers and their beliefs; this overall helped me understand Alice Paul.


This book provided us with knowledge on Alice's work along with many other feminists. By reading this, I could compare Alice's methods to other feminists'


The secondary source provided me with knowledge on another suffragist group, which Alice Paul left because, the others saw her as more radical.


I wanted additional information on the 19th Amendment so, I used his secondary source to get some more insight. I also wanted to see who else was involved in the ratification of the nineteenth amendment.


This secondary source provided a small amount of information on the ratification of the 19th Amendment.


This secondary source provided me with information on Quakers, seeming Alice Paul was a Quaker, I wanted to see if this way of life influenced her feminist thinking.
Again, I wanted to see how Alice Paul's Quaker lifestyle influenced her adult life. This secondary source provides large quantities of information.


This a primary source that I used to find speeches, long quotes by Alice, and what the protest banners/chants said. Alice Paul was known for her controversial banners, which provoked the public. The chants they would sing as the protested were simple but, to the point. Alice was a very direct feminist, who's words caused a up rise in feminism.


This secondary source provided me with knowledge on the suffrage movement throughout time.


I used this to get information about other feminists and how they helped the ratification of the 19th Amendment by using this secondary source.


This I used to look at the controversial banners and some speeches/quotes from Alice, this secondary source provides a small amount.
This book also provided key knowledge on Alice's work, mainly focusing on the ratification of The 19th Amendment.